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Adult Classes and Events

Adult Summer Library Program 2020
Our goal this year was to keep the Summer Library Program simple, fun and rewarding
for everyone. We encouraged adults to set their own reading goal and for each week,
reading any amount, would earn them a badge on Beanstack. Each badge earned an
entry into a weekly prize drawing. Friends’ funds provided two weekly Appleton
Downtown, Inc. gift cards, as well as two $50.00 Visa Grand Prize gift cards.

Virtual Art Experience 2020
Artist-in-Residence Craig Clifford, the Head of Ceramics at UW Oshkosh created
incredible pieces that each attendee of his series was able to paint and keep. In our first
and second sessions, we partnered with the Children’s section and hosted two virtual
Zoom events for children where we painted Backyard Birds and Windchimes, all
handmade by Craig. The third event was geared to adults and we painted incredible
vases together virtually. Patrons used curbside pick-up for the ceramics, paints and
brush they needed to participate. Friends’ funds provided the honorarium and paint for
these programs.

Artist in Residence - Virtual and In-person 2020-21
Artist in Residence Wendi Turchan-Martin used nature literally and for inspiration in her
sessions with us over April, May, and June. First, we created brushes with found
materials like twigs and dried plants and used those brushes to paint together. We then
partnered with The Flower Mill of Appleton and used their pressed, dried flowers to
create mobiles with air dry clay and mod podge. Our last session brought us to
Memorial Park where we created mini-earth art, using the texture and colors of found
plants and leaves, sunlight, and the ground to create something beautiful to be left and
found by others. Friends’ funds provided the honorarium and supplies for these
programs.  

Artist in Residence – Virtual 2021
Artist in Residence Willow Bayer showcased her unique artistic style in which she
focuses on one element of a real-life image, photo, or sketch and brings them to life
replicating each layer and creating an almost 3D quality. We started with two workshops
in which we learned the rebuilding techniques on a sketch by Willow, then taking that a
step further to create dimension and build depth with a photo. For the third session,
Willow demonstrated how she uses technology to replicate shapes, allowing the
architecture of an image to really stand out. All of these sessions were hosted through
Zoom and patrons used curbside pick-up for the supplies they needed to participate.
Friends’ funds provided the honorarium and supplies for these programs.  
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Find Your Ancestors Series:
Unraveling the Mysteries of your Female Ancestors 2020
We kicked off our Find Your Ancestors series this October with genealogist Mary
Risseeuw’s talk on Unraveling the Mysteries of Your Female Ancestors. While it took a
while to transition to a new virtual format, it was well worth the wait for the 63 attendees!
Mary first discussed why you may have a harder time finding your female ancestors in
records then presented several search strategies and types of records. Attendees
thoroughly enjoyed the presentation and shared: “Wow! Really wonderful
webinar. Thank you so much!”; “Thank you so much, Mary, what an incredibly
informative talk!”; “Excellent Presentation! Thank you,” and “Thank you Katie and the
Appleton Library for putting this together.” Friends provided financial support for this
series and an honorarium for this speaker.

Using Historic Newspapers for Your Genealogical Research 2020
In November, Randi Ramsden from the Wisconsin Historical Society discussed how to
use historic newspapers in your genealogy research, what types of information you can
find in newspapers to fill in details about your ancestors, as well as several resources
for seeing what newspapers are available and how to access them. We had
tremendous interest in this program, with more than 220 registrants, 100 virtual
attendees, and 84 video views. Because of the success of the program, we upgraded all
future Find Your Ancestors programs from a Zoom Meeting to a Zoom Webinar to
accommodate up to 500 attendees in future sessions. One attendee said, “Thank you!
This was great! I have done genealogy research at the Appleton Library and it was one
of the best ones! I tell everyone how wonderful your library is.” Friends provided
financial support for this series and an honorarium for this speaker.

Getting Started in Italian Genealogy 2020
For December, we hosted professional genealogist and author Rhonda R. McClure
courtesy of New England Historic Genealogical Society. A virtual crowd of 50 listened in
as Rhonda gave an extremely informative presentation on how to get started in Italian
family history research. Attendees found the presentation very informative and
commented on how knowledgeable Rhonda was. We even had international attendees
– with one attendee being from Melbourne, Australia, and another from Mexico! Friends
provided financial support for this series and an honorarium for this speaker.

Find Your Ancestors Series: Proving (or Disproving) Family Stories 2021
We kicked off a fresh new year of the Find Your Ancestors series with professional
genealogist and author Gena Philibert-Ortega’s talk on “We’re Related to George
Washington?: Proving (or Disproving) Family Stories.” Gena, who has worked on the
former PBS show Genealogy Roadshow, shared real-life examples of stories she had to
prove or disprove as she showcased resources genealogists can use for their own
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family stories. Resources included Digital Public Library of America, Internet Archive,
the U.S. Newspaper Directory, ArchiveGrid and more. More than 100 attendees enjoyed
the presentation and shared: “Best genealogy webinar I’ve attended in a while.” Friends
provided financial support for this series and an honorarium for this speaker.

Find Your Ancestors Series: Using Alternative Resources 2021
Our second January Find Your Ancestors program speaker was Cathy Dailey, Vice
President of Wisconsin State Genealogical Society, who presented on using alternative
resources in your research. We had tremendous interest in this program, with a record
number 176 attendees and 260 registrants. Cathy used case studies from her own
research to illustrate how much rich detail you can add to your ancestor’s stories
through some unique records you might not have considered researching. One
attendee said, “I would never have been able to travel there to attend from Danville IL
and I learned a lot!” Friends provided financial support for this series.

Find Your Ancestors Series: Deciphering Foreign Language Records 2021
In February, we hosted genealogy speaker, author, and translator Katherine Schober for
her talk “Help! I Don’t Speak the Language: Tips and Tricks for Deciphering Foreign
Language Records.” A virtual crowd of 152 listened in as Katherine shared numerous
resources to help attendees translate foreign language records in any language.
Attendees enjoyed Katherine’s hands-on examples as she demonstrated the resources
and were eager to try out her many tips. One attendee shared, “Please keep having
quality presenters on a variety of topics like you do.” Friends provided financial support
for this series and an honorarium for this speaker.

Find Your Ancestors Series: World War II Genealogy 2021
In March, we hosted Russ Horton from the Wisconsin Veterans Museum to discuss
“Tracing Private Ryan: World War II Genealogy.” Russ shared several resources
attendees could use to decode their ancestor’s military experience, including obtaining
their DD214 separation form. He then shared how to take the research further by using
resources like regimental histories or Fold3.com to paint a more detailed picture of what
war was like. One attendee shared, “Since I am not from Wisconsin nor do I have any
ancestors or relatives from Wisconsin I liked that this genealogy lecture focused a lot on
general information about how to find a World War II ancestor.” Friends provided
financial support for this series.

Find Your Ancestors Series: Discovering Your UK/Irish Roots Online – Virtual
2021
In April, the Find Your Ancestors series hosted genealogist and librarian Debra Dudek.
Debra covered the three major genealogy websites for searching for English, Welsh,
Irish and Scottish ancestors - FindMyPast, ScotlandsPeople and RootsIreland – and
several other resources. Attendees were really impressed with Debra's knowledge and
thoroughness of discussing the resources, and many attendees had plenty of new
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resources to check out that they had never heard of! One attendee said, "This is one of
the best webinars on specific areas of research that I have attended. Thank you so
much for presenting this to the public." Friends provided financial support for this series
and an honorarium for this speaker.

Find Your Ancestors Series: Mayflower Genealogy – Virtual 2021
Mayflower genealogy was the topic of May’s Find Your Ancestors virtual program,
presented by Diane Woodworth Liebert, the Governor of the Wisconsin Society of
Mayflower Descendants. Diane covered the history of the Mayflower voyage and
settlement before discussing how to join the Society of Mayflower Descendants and the
benefits of joining. How to research your Mayflower ancestor was also featured. One
attendee said, “The presentation of the history was wonderful and well presented. The
online resources will be beneficial to everyone doing research.” Friends provided
financial support for this series.

Find Your Ancestors Series: Organizing Your Genealogy – Virtual 2021
In June, we hosted an online program with genealogist Angie Knutson to discuss
organizing your research. She discussed how to document your family tree by using
tools like research logs and pedigree charts before diving into best practices for
organizing various types of records like fragile photos. One attendee commented, “I
liked Angie’s straightforward presentation style. Packed with information the webinar
was very interesting and I plan on implementing all of her organization methods with my
own genealogy.” Friends provided financial support for this series.

Traditional Hmong Spoken Art with Hmong Shaman, Tou Ger Lor – Virtual 2021
This virtual program was part of the many programs to honor Hmong American Day. We
learned about Tou Ger Lor’s journey of becoming a Hmong Shaman. He was a tween
when his life journey changed—he was chosen by his ancestors to become a Shaman.
He talked about being a spiritual healer and a mental health advocate in the Hmong
community. The presentation was emotional and powerful. The participants were moved
to tears by Lor’s story. Friends provided financial support for Tou Ger Lor’s presentation.

In The Round Knitting Circle 2021
In February, we held three virtual knitting circle events with expert knitter, Sara
Pederson, who walked us through the step-by-step process of knitting a scarf. We
learned how to cast on, create a knit stitch and a purl stitch. These events were held via
Zoom and videos were created to walk a new knitter through each step. Videos will be
available on our Youtube channel. Friends’ funds provided an honorarium and materials
for this program.

Take n’ Create: CreativeBug Packs 2021
The Take n' Create: CreativeBug Packs were filled with essential planner materials for
adults, but people of all ages were free to reserve a pack. These packs were offered to
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introduce our patrons to APL’s online resource CreativeBug and to provide a resource
for a creative outlet to promote well-being. We received feedback from  a participant
excited to work on an already organized project with their group. Overall, participants
discovered a new and free resource for future arts and craft uses. Friends’ funds were
used to purchase program supplies.

Civic Conversations – Virtual 2021
During this quarter, we hosted two online Civic Conversations in which we examine
topics that empower us to make informed choices, understand our collective history,
and inspire civic and community engagement. On Earth Day, we discussed making a
collective impact on global warming with Dr. Pablo Toral of Beloit College. In June, we
discussed the women’s rights movement and the dramatic strides toward full legal
equality, as well as where we stand today with Dr. Paisley Harris of UW Oshkosh.
Honorariums were made possible by Friends’ funds.

Fox Cities Reads 2020
The 14th annual Fox Cities Reads selection was The Latehomecomer: A Hmong Family
Memoir by Kao Kalia Yang and was supported by the National Education Association’s
Big Read grant initiative. The NEA Big Read: Fox Cities Reads initiative spanned a full
year and involved several community partners that led programming and community
engagement around the book. Programming included a lecture on Hmong culture,
Hmong-American storytelling, Storycatchers virtual storytelling on the theme of “Home,”
a Hmong story cloth exhibit, book clubs, and three presentations by the author.
Community members of all ages learned about Hmong culture, history, and
Hmong-American cultural identity. Friends’ funds were used for books for library
circulation, t-shirts for staff, supplemental programs, and a portion of the author’s
honorarium.

Small Business – Big Impact: Learn AtoZdatabases in Spanish 2020
Small Business – Big Impact serves people of color and immigrant business owners
and entrepreneurs in their business startup, retention, and expansion. Library staff
presented a Spanish-language introductory program to business resource database that
the library subscribes to and makes available to patrons with a library card.
Spanish-speaking program attendees learned how to use the tool to conduct market
research to start and grow their business. Friends funds paid for text translation for
marketing the program in Spanish.

Connecting Cards 2021
In order to create a connection to residents of care facilities, we created an opportunity
to send a cheerful message with pre-stamped, pre-addressed cards. Blank cards are
available at our first-floor information desk, ready to be filled out and dropped in the
mailbox and delivered to a person right here in our community. Senders have the option
of including a return address if they would like to provide an opportunity to respond. We
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are currently partnered with Oneida Heights for this program. Friends’ funds provided
materials for this program.


